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FS700P
Series

"Oil Barrier" type machines that completely block oil leakage.
Adopting PEGASUS’ unique oil barrier technology!

● FS700P Series (4-needle, flatseamer) adopts the world’s first machine bed equipped with a completely enclosed needle drive mechanism.
● FS700P Series is keeping high-quality and consistent stitches, and protects your important sewn products against oil stains, thanks to this high
"Oil Barrier" effectiveness.

The world’s
first

Completely enclosed type, 4-needle, feed-off-the-arm,
interlock stitch machine for flatseaming

The world’s
first

*Optional equipment

PP PL LC
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Check Points

Achieves neatly finished products with no yarn
distortion on the fabric

● Thanks to Pegasus’ unique presser foot with the groove on its underside, the machines easily sew the difference on the cross seam sections of
the overlapped areas.
● Therefore, the overlapped areas in tape binding and lace attaching operations on the fabric, such as briefs and panties, are flatly and beautifully
finished, so they feel gentle on the skin without any uncomfortable touch. In addition, the wide knife design increases the amount of fabric cut per
stitch. It can avoid fabric being pushed back towards the front during cutting and reduce fabric flowing at the step.
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Safer and more comfortable

● The space between machine body and the rest board has been widened to provide a larger working space for handling fabric comfortably.
There is also much more space for fabric parts on the left and right side, which makes sewing operations smoother.
● The hand pulley is designed not to turn around during sewing, which makes sewing operations safer. The hand pulley is clutch-type.It can be
operated normally by pushing-in and turning , when move it manual for maintenance, etc.

Expanded working space

Point
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Ideal for sewing with different
elasticity

Point

* Only for the FS700P-A series

● The differential feed ratio can be adjusted separately, in order to respond to
operations in which the machine is used to sew right- and left-hand side
fabrics that have varying degrees of stretchability, and/or curved lines.

The world’s
first

● The operator can handle the right- and left-hand side fabrics easily, without
worrying about the different stretchability. The LaRgo achieves uniformly and
beautifully finished products, regardless of the skill of the operator. These
features reduce the operator’s burden drastically, and also help increase
productivity.

05

Options for even more consistent quality

Pneumatic presser foot pressure regulator (PP) * Refer to the next page.

Countermeasures
for feed damage

Feed
scratches,
polished

PP

Right and Left independent differential
feed adjustment mechanism

L

R

Differential feed ratio adjustment levers

The letters L and R on the LaRgo come from the initial letters of
“Left and Right” included in the description of the world’s first left
and right independent differential feed adjustment mechanism. In
addition, the name “LaRgo” can be associated with a term in
musical terminology that means “to play with the sound flowing.”

To prevent runout
(meandering) of
stepped sections

Run-out of
step sections

PP
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